
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crochet Pink Breast Cancer & Other Causes 
Awareness Ribbon Blanket Afghan Throw 

Free for your personal use • Pattern, Text, Photos © 2014 NAZTAZIA
®
 • Not responsible for errors 
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Brings Comfort and Hope 

© 2014 NAZTAZIA®. All rights reserved. 
Scranton, PA 18505  

    Help Video:   youtube.com/naztazia 
Look for the video “Crochet Awareness Ribbon” 

Materials: 
 

800-1600 yards worsted weight 
yarn (depending upon how long 
you make the blanket). 

The sample used Red Heart Super 
Saver in Pink. 

- Size F crochet hook (3.75mm) 

- Scissors 

- Yarn needle for weaving in ends. 

 

This pattern uses American 
Crochet Terms 
 
CH = chain 
B/W = between 
SLST = slip stitch 
SC = single crochet 
DC = double crochet 
QC = quadruple crochet (wrap yarn 
3 or 4 times around hook. Insert 
hook into stitch and draw up a loop. 
[Yarn over, and take 2 loops off at a 
time]. Repeat between [ ] until there 
is only 1 loop remaining on hook). 
The goal is to create a “tall” ending stitch to 
support the ribbons. 
 
Sample blanket size for pattern: 54” width 
by 68” height. 

Awareness Ribbon Blanket: 

Make a slipknot. CH 203. 

Row 1: Skip first 3 chains, DC in 4th CH from hook. DC in 
remaining stitches. Turn work. 

Row 2: CH 15. Skip chain’s stitch. Skip next 3 stitches. 
SLST in next stitch. [CH 15. Skip next 3 stitches. SLST in 
next stitch]. Repeat b/w [ ] across row. CH 7. Turn work. 

Row 3: [Twist loop. Do 3 SC in top. CH 1. Move to next 
loop]. Repeat b/w [ ] until last loop. On last loop, twist, then 
do 3 SC. Do 1 QC, connecting to the bottom of the ribbon. 
CH 3. Turn work. 

You can see how this is done in the video: 
http://youtube.com/naztazia  

Row 4: Skip the CH-3 stitch. DC in all stitches across row, 
including the CH-1 space from row below. 

Row 5: Repeat Row 2. 

Row 6: Repeat Row 3. 

Row 7: Repeat Row 4. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Be sure to check out the YouTube video for this project if you need assistance 

with any step:  youtube.com/naztazia  (look for Crochet Awareness Ribbon). 

  “Broomstick lace is also known as 
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Keep repeating Rows 2, 3, 4 for the 
desired length. Cut, weave in ends.  

 

If you like this pattern, check out the 
matching scarf using this stitch! 
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